We propose a new switching criterion, namely the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of variable weights, and use this criterion to combine intensification and diversification in local search for SAT. We refer to the ways in which state-of-the-art local search algorithms adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W select a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W , respectively. To evaluate the effectiveness of this criterion, we apply it to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W , in which the former intensifies the search better than the latter, and the latter diversifies the search better than the former. The resulting local search algorithm, which switches between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W in every step according to this criterion, is called Hybrid. Our experimental results show that, on a broad range of SAT instances presented in this paper, Hybrid inherits the strengths of adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W , and exhibits generally better performance than adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W . In addition, Hybrid compares favorably with state-of-the-art local search algorithm R+adaptN ovelty+ on these instances. Furthermore, without any manual tuning parameters, Hybrid solves each of these instances in a reasonable time, while adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ have difficulty on some of these instances.
Introduction
Intensification and diversification are two properties of a search process. Intensification refers to search strategies that intend to greedily improve solution quality or the chances of finding a solution in the near future [5] . Diversification refers to search strategies that help achieve a reasonable coverage when exploring the search space in order to avoid search stagnation and entrapment in relatively confined regions of the search space that may contain only locally optimal solutions [5] .
There appear to be two classes of local search algorithms, those that intensify the search well, and those that diversify the search well. The first class of algorithms includes GSAT [18] , HSAT [2] , W alkSAT [17] , R+adaptN ovelty+ [1] , G 2 W SAT [7] , and adaptG 2 W SAT P [8, 9] . Among these algorithms, R+adaptN ovelty+ integrates restricted resolution in a preprocessing phase into AdaptN ovelty+ [4] , G 2 W SAT deterministically uses promising decreasing variables, and adaptG 2 W SAT P implements the adaptive noise mechanism from [4] in G 2 W SAT and contains limited look-ahead moves. The second class of algorithms includes the variable weighting algorithm V W [15] , which uses variable weights to diversify the search. This second class of algorithms also includes clause weighting algorithms, such as Breakout [14] , DLM (Discrete Lagrangian Method) [22] , Guided Local Search (GLSSAT) [13] , SDF (Smoothed Descent and Flood) [16] , SAP S (Scaling And Probabilistic Smoothing) [6] , RSAP S (Reactive SAPS) [6] , and P AW S (Pure Additive Weighting Scheme) [19] , because according to [20] , clause weighting works as a form of diversification.
R+adaptN ovelty+, G 2 W SAT with noise p=0.50 and diversification probability dp=0.05, and V W won the gold, silver, and bronze medals, respectively, in the satisfiable random formula category in the SAT 2005 competition. 1 . Experiments in [8, 9] show that, without any manual noise or other parameter tuning, adaptG 2 W SAT P shows generally good performance, compared with G 2 W SAT with optimal static noise settings, or is sometimes even better than G 2 W SAT , and that adaptG 2 W SAT P compares favorably with R+adaptN ovelty+ and V W .
Nevertheless, each local search algorithm or heuristic has weaknesses. To examine the weaknesses of the above two classes of algorithms, we conduct experiments with one stateof-the-art algorithm from each class. The algorithm from the first class is adaptG 2 W SAT P , and the algorithm from the second class is V W . Our experimental results show that the performance of adaptG 2 W SAT P is poor on some instances for which a local search algorithm may result in imbalanced flip numbers of variables, and that the performance of V W is poor on some instances for which a local search algorithm may result in balanced flip numbers of variables. The poor performance of adaptG 2 W SAT P may result from the fact that this algorithm does not employ any weighting to diversify the search. The poor performance of V W may result from the fact that V W always considers variable weights to diversify the search when choosing a variable to flip, even if the flip numbers of variables are balanced. In fact, when the flip numbers of variables are balanced, i.e., when searches by V W are diversified, V W should intensify the search well.
In the literature, several local search algorithms switch between heuristics [3, 11, 7, 8, 9] . U nitW alk [3] combines unit clause elimination and local search. U nitW alk 0.98, one of the latest versions of U nitW alk, alternates between W alkSAT -like and U nitW alk-like searches. QingT ing2 [11] switches between W alkSAT [17] and QingT ing1, which implements U nitW alk with a new unit-propagation technique. G 2 W SAT [7] switches between a variant of GSAT and N ovelty++. The local search algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT P [8, 9] switches between a variant of GSAT and N ovelty++ P . However, none of these algorithms switches from one heuristic to another during the search to diversify the search by using variable weighting.
In this paper, we propose a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of variable weights. We refer to the ways in which local search algorithms adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W select a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W , respectively. Then, to evaluate the effectiveness of this switching criterion, we develop a new local search algorithm called Hybrid, which switches between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W in every step according to this switching criterion. This new algorithm allows suitable diversification strategies to complement intensification strategies by switching between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W . Our experimental results show that, on a broad range of SAT instances presented in this paper, Hybrid inherits the strengths of adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W .
Review of Algorithms adaptG
2 W SAT P and V W Given a CNF formula F and an assignment A, the objective function that local search for SAT attempts to minimize is usually the total number of unsatisfied clauses in F under A. Let x be a variable. The break of x, break(x), is the number of clauses in F that are currently satisfied but will be unsatisfied if x is flipped. The make of x, make(x), is the number of clauses in F that are currently unsatisfied but will be satisfied if x is flipped. The score of x with respect to A, score A (x), is the difference between make(x) and break(x). Let best and second be the best and second best variables in a randomly selected unsatisfied clause c according to their scores. Heuristic N ovelty [12] selects a variable to flip from c as follows.
N ovelty(p):
If best is not the most recently flipped variable in c, then pick it. Otherwise, with probability p, pick second, and with probability 1-p, pick best.
Given a CNF formula F and an assignment A, a variable x is said to be decreasing with respect to A if score A (x) > 0. Promising decreasing variables are defined in [7] as follows:
1. Before any flip, i.e., when A is an initial random assignment, all decreasing variables with respect to A are promising.
2. Let x and y be two variables, x = y, and x be not decreasing with respect to A. If score C (x) > 0 where C is the new assignment after flipping y, then x is a promising decreasing variable with respect to the new assignment.
3. A promising decreasing variable remains promising with respect to subsequent assignments in local search until it is no longer decreasing.
According to the above definition of promising decreasing variables, flipping such a variable not only decreases the number of unsatisfied clauses but also probably allows local search to explore new promising regions in the search space.
Let assignment B be obtained from A by flipping x, and let x ′ be the best promising decreasing variable with respect to B. The promising score of x with respect to A, pscore A (x), is defined in [8, 9, 10] as
where score A (x) is the score of x with respect to A and score B (x ′ ) is the score of x ′ with respect to B. 2.
If there are promising decreasing variables with respect to B, pscore A (x) represents the improvement in the number of unsatisfied clauses under A by flipping x and then x ′ . In this case, pscore A (x) > score A (x). If there is no promising decreasing variable with respect to B, pscore A (x) = score A (x).
Heuristic N ovelty++ P [8, 9] selects a variable to flip from c as follows.
N ovelty++ P (p, dp): With probability dp (diversification probability), flip a variable in c whose flip falsifies the least recently satisfied clause. With probability 1-dp, do as N ovelty, but flip second if best is more recently flipped than second and if pscore(second) ≥ pscore(best).
If promising decreasing variables exist, the local search algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT P [8, 9] flips the promising decreasing variable with the largest computed promising score. Otherwise, adaptG 2 W SAT P selects a variable to flip from a randomly chosen unsatisfied clause using N ovelty++ P . We refer to the way in which the algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT P selects a variable to flip, as heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P .
The local search algorithm V W [15] uses variable weights to diversify the search. This algorithm initializes the weight of a variable x, var weight[x], to 0 and updates and smoothes var weight[x] each time x is flipped, using the following formula:
where s is a parameter and 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, and t denotes the time when x is flipped, i.e., t is the number of search steps since the start of the search. Clause weighting algorithms usually use expensive smoothing phases in which all clause weights are adjusted to reduce the differences between them. In contrast, V W uses an efficient variable weight smoothing technique, namely continuous smoothing, in which smoothing occurs as weights are updated. We describe this continuous smoothing in the following. In Formula 1, there are two extreme values for parameter s. The first one is s = 1, and this value causes variables to forget their flip histories. That is, only the most recent flip of a variable affects the weight of this variable. The second one is s = 0. This value causes the weight of a variable to behave like a simple counter of the flips of this variable, so every flip of a variable has an equal effect on the weight of this variable. V W adjusts s during the search and lets s be a value between these two extreme values, i.e., 0 < s < 1. When 0 < s < 1, older events in the search history have lesser but non-zero effects on variable weights.
V W always flips a variable from a randomly selected unsatisfied clause c. If c contains freebie variables, 3. V W randomly flips one of them. Otherwise, with probability p, it flips a variable chosen randomly from c, and with probability 1−p, it flips a variable in c according to a unique variable selection rule. We call this rule the low variable weight favoring rule,
x
′ has the highest scoreB(x ′ ) among all promising decreasing variables with respect to B. 3. A freebie variable is a variable with a break of 0.
and describe it as follows. Let the best variable in a randomly selected unsatisfied clause c so far be best. If a variable x in c has fewer breaks than best, x becomes the new best. If x has the same number of breaks as best but a lower variable weight, x becomes the new best. If x has more breaks than best but a lower variable weight, x becomes the new best with a probability that is equal to or higher than 1/2 breakx−break best where break x and break best are the breaks of x and best, respectively. We refer to the way in which the algorithm V W selects a variable to flip, as heuristic V W .
Motivation
We observe that searches by V W are better diversified than searches by adaptG 2 W SAT P , and that searches by adaptG 2 W SAT P are better intensified than searches by V W . In addition, we conjecture that variable weights provide meaningful information for V W to diversify the search, usually when the flip numbers of variables are imbalanced, and that adaptG 2 W SAT P intensifies the search well, usually when the flip numbers of variables are generally balanced. To empirically confirm our observations and empirically verify our conjectures, we conduct experiments with V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P .
We make adaptG 2 W SAT P calculate variable weights in the same way as does V W , although adaptG 2 W SAT P does not consider variable weights when choosing a variable to flip. We run V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P on two classes of instances. and consists of all of the formulas from Superscalar Suite 1.0a (SSS.1.0a) except for *bug54. 7. Each algorithm is run 100 times (M axtries = 100). The cutoffs are set to 10 8 (M axsteps = 10 8 ) and 10 7 (M axsteps = 10 7 ) for a random instance and an instance from SSS.1.0a, respectively.
"Depth" is one of the three measures introduced in [16] and assesses how many clauses remain unsatisfied during the search. We make V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P calculate the average depth (the number of unsatisfied clauses), the average coefficient of variation of distribution of variable weights (coefficient of variation = standard deviation / mean value), and the average division of the maximum variable weight by the average variable weight, over all search steps. In Tables 1 and 2 , we report the calculated average depth ("depth"), the calculated average coefficient of variation of distribution of variable weights ("cv"), and the calculated average division of maximum variable weight by average variable weight ("div"), each value being averaged over 100 runs (M axtries = 100). A run is successful if it finds a solution within a cutoff (M axsteps). The success rate of an algorithm for an instance is the number of successful runs divided by the value of M axtries. In these tables, we also report success rates ("suc"). In addition, in the last row of each table, we present the average of the values in each column ("avg"). 4 . All experiments reported are conducted in Chorus, which consists of 2 dual processor master nodes with hyperthreading enabled and 80 dual processor compute nodes. Each compute node has two 2.8GHz Intel Xeon processors with 2 to 3 Gigabytes of memory. 5. http://www.lri.fr/ ∼ simon/contest/results/ 6. http://www.ece.cmu.edu/ ∼ mvelev/sat benchmarks.html 7. The instance *bug54 is hard for every algorithm discussed in this paper. For example, if we run V W on *bug54 (M axsteps = 10 8 ), the success rate is only 0.40%. Table 1 shows that on the random instances, the average depths of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 22.82 and 10.12, respectively, and that on these instances, the average coefficients of variation of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 0.000 and 0.012, respectively. On these random instances, the average success rate of V W is 0.45, while that of adaptG 2 W SAT P is 1.00. Table 2 shows that on the instances from SSS.1.0a, the average depths of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 84.59 and 10.13, respectively, and that on these instances, the average coefficients of variation of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 1.820 and 10.204, respectively. On the instances from SSS.1.0a, the average success rate of V W is 1.00, while that of adaptG 2 W SAT P is 0.23. That is, regardless of the performance of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P , the average coefficient of variation of adaptG 2 W SAT P is significantly higher than that of V W , and the average depth of adaptG 2 W SAT P is significantly lower than that of V W . The lower the average depth is, the fewer the unsatisfied clauses are, and the better intensified the search is. The distribution of variable weights reflects the flipping history of variables. If all variables have roughly equal chances of being flipped, all variables should have approximately equal weights, and the coefficient of variation of the distribution of variable weights should be low. Conversely, if some variables have been flipped much more frequently than others, the weights of these variables should be much higher than those of others, and the coefficient of variation of the distribution of variable weights should be high. That is, the higher the average coefficient of variation is, the more variable weights far from the mean value exist, the more imbalanced variable weights are, and the less well diversified the search is. Thus, the results in Tables 1 and 2 confirm that, regardless of the performance of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W can diversify the search better than adaptG 2 W SAT P , and adaptG 2 W SAT P can intensify the search better than V W .
According to Table 1 , on the random instances, the average coefficients of variation of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 0.000 and 0.012, respectively. As indicated in Table 2 , on the instances from SSS.1.0a, the average coefficients of variation of V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 1.820 and 10.204, respectively. That is, the random instances usually result in balanced variable weights while the instances from SSS.1.0a usually result in unbalanced variable weights. As shown in Table 1 , on the random instances, the average success rate of V W is 0.45, while that of adaptG 2 W SAT P is 1.00. Hence, the results in these two tables suggest that an algorithm should not consider variable weights when selecting a variable to flip if the distribution of variable weights is balanced. Instead, an algorithm should ignore variable weights and concentrate on improving the objective function to intensify the search well. As shown in in Table 2 , on the instances from SSS.1.0a, the average success rate of V W is 1.00, while that of adaptG 2 W SAT P is 0.23. Thus, the results in these two tables also suggest that an algorithm should make use of variable weights to diversify the search well when the distribution of variable weights is imbalanced.
As indicated in Table 1 , on the random instances, the averages of the values for div in V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 1.001 and 1.061, respectively, while as indicated in Table 2 , on the instances from SSS.1.0a, the averages of the values for div in V W and adaptG 2 W SAT P are 14.300 and 170.438, respectively. That is, the maximum variable weight on the instances from SSS.1.0a usually deviates from the average variable weight to a greater degree than does the maximum variable weight on the random instances. Therefore, the results in these two tables suggest that, similar to the coefficient of variation of distribution of variable weights, the division of the maximum variable weight by the average variable weight also indicates whether variable weights are balanced. In fact, calculating the division is not time-consuming, but calculating the coefficient of variation is.
A New Switching Criterion
In this section, we propose a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of variable weights. Additionally, we propose a switching strategy that uses this switching criterion. Furthermore, we introduce a new local search algorithm Hybrid that implements this proposed switching strategy.
Evenness or Unevenness of Distribution of Variable Weights
We propose a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of variable weights. Assume that variable weights are updated using Formula 1. Assume that γ is an integer and γ > 1. If the maximum weight is at least γ times as high as the average weight, the distribution of variable weights is considered uneven and the step is called an uneven step. Otherwise, the distribution is considered even and the step is called an even step. We use an uneven or even distribution of variable weights as a means to determine whether or not a search is undiversified in a step. More specifically, an uneven distribution and an even distribution of variable weights correspond to an undiversified search and a diversified search, respectively, in a step.
One switching strategy that is based on this switching criterion is as follows. In each search step, if the distribution of variable weights is uneven, i.e., if a search is not diversified, a heuristic that can diversify the search well is used to choose a variable to flip. In each search step, if the distribution of variable weights is even, i.e., if a search is diversified, a heuristic that can intensify the search well is used to choose a variable to flip.
We compare the above switching strategy with those used in QingT ing2 [11] , U nitW alk 0.98 [3] , G 2 W SAT [7] , and adaptG 2 W SAT P [8, 9] . Before solving an instance, QingT ing2 samples this instance for a fixed number of trials. During each trial, QingT ing2 starts by assigning a random value to an unassigned variable chosen at random. This step is called a random assignment. QingT ing2 then propagates this randomly assigned value through unit propagation. When the unit propagation stops, QingT ing2 conducts another random assignment. Such a process repeats until all the clauses in the formula of this instance are either conflicted or satisfied. In [11] , variable immunity is defined as the ratio of the number of random assignments in a trial to the number of variables of an instance. Intuitively, the higher a variable immunity is, the less dependence the variables of an instance have. Then, for this instance, according to whether the obtained variable immunity is higher than a threshold, QingT ing2 decides to use either W alkSAT or QingT ing1. During the search, for this instance, QingT ing2 never switches to the other heuristic. Let n be the number of variables of an instance. U nitW alk 0.98 repeats periods 8. of U nitW alk until the following two conditions hold: k opposite unit clause pairs are found during a period and k ′ of these pairs are found in the previous period, where k and k ′ are integers, k ≥ n/12, and k ≥ k ′ . When these two conditions hold, U nitW alk 0.98 switches to W alkSAT , for which the cutoff is set to n 2 /2. During the search, both G 2 W SAT and adaptG 2 W SAT P switch between heuristics according to whether there are promising decreasing variables. When the distribution of variable weights is uneven, our proposed switching strategy uses a heuristic that can diversify the search well to choose a variable to flip. Otherwise, this switching strategy uses a heuristic that can intensify the search well to choose a variable to flip.
In summary, our proposed switching strategy has two features. First, it diversifies the search when the distribution of variable weights is uneven, and intensifies the search when the distribution of variable weights is even, while none of the strategies used in QingT ing2, U nitW alk 0.98, G 2 W SAT , and adaptG 2 W SAT P has these functions. Second, like those used in G 2 W SAT and adaptG 2 W SAT P , it considers whether to switch to the other heuristic in every step, while those used in QingT ing2 and U nitW alk 0.98 do not.
Algorithm Hybrid
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed switching criterion, we implement the proposed switching strategy in an algorithm called Hybrid, which is described in Fig. 1 . In each step, Hybrid chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic V W if the distribution of variable
8. An iteration of the outer loop of U nitW alk is called a period.
Algorithm: Hybrid(SAT-formula F) 1: A← randomly generated truth assignment; 2: for each variable x do initialize f lip time[x] and var weight[x] to 0; 3: initialize p, dp, max weight, and ave weight to 0; 4: store promising decreasing variables in stack DecVar ; 5: for flip←1 to Maxsteps do 6:
if A satisfies F then return A; 7:
if max weight ≥ γ × ave weight 8:
then y←heuristic V W (p); 9:
else y←heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P (p, dp); 10:
A←A with y flipped; adapt p and dp; 11:
update f lip time[y], var weight[y], max weight, ave weight, and DecVar ; 12: return Solution not found; Figure 1 . Algorithm Hybrid weights is uneven, and selects a variable to flip according to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P otherwise. As a result, Hybrid combines intensification strategies with suitable diversification strategies by switching between these two heuristics.
Hybrid uses a quite simple switching strategy to measure whether a search is diversified. Alternative switching strategies can be based on mobility and coverage, the other two measures proposed in [16] , which determine how rapidly and systematically, respectively, the search explores the entire space. These two measures were introduced to deal with the following situation: a local search algorithm achieves a good depth value but easily gets stuck in local minima if it fails to explore the search space rapidly and systematically. Our prospective research will involve using mobility and coverage to establish new switching criteria to measure whether a search is diversified. Compared with these alternative switching strategies, the simple switching strategy that Hybrid uses is not time-consuming when implemented. Though this simple strategy is easy and fast to implement, according to our experimental results presented in Section 5, this strategy is effective.
Hybrid is an example that uses the proposed switching criterion. This switching criterion can be used in other local search algorithms that combine intensification strategies with diversification strategies.
Evaluation
We define the switching criterion used in Hybrid more specifically in this section than in Section 4.1. In addition, we compare the performance of Hybrid with those of state-ofthe-art local search algorithms such as adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ on a wide range of SAT instances. Moreover, we justify the proposed switching strategy used in Hybrid.
Groups of Instances
We conduct experiments on 11 groups of benchmark SAT problems (65 problems). Structured problems come from the SATLIB repository 9. and Miroslav Velev's SAT Benchmarks. These problems include bw large.c and bw large.d in blocksworld, e0ddr2*1, e0ddr2*4, enddr2*1, enddr2*8, ewddr2*1, and ewddr2*8 in Beijing, g250.29 in GCP, logi*.c in logistics, par16-1, par16-2, par16-3, par16-4, and par16-5 in parity, the 10 satisfiable instances in QG, 10 . and all satisfiable formulas in SSS. We select the above 11 groups of benchmark SAT problems using the following three rules. First, these problems should include those widely used benchmark problems in the literature. As a result, these problems include the entire set of instances that were used to originally evaluate R+adaptN ovelty+ [1] , the best local search algorithm in the SAT 2005 competition. Second, these problems should constitute structured, crafted, industrial, and random instances. Third, these problems should include those instances that, for Hybrid, usually lead to the following two combinations of the distributions of variable weights: the distributions of variable weights are even and the distributions of variable weights are uneven. Specifically, among these 65 instances, for Hybrid, the instances in parity and the 8 random instances from O*1582 to O*1589 generally result in even distributions of variable weights. The instances from Beijing and from SSS.1.0a, and the crafted instances from g*1334 to g*1341 usually lead to uneven distributions of variable weights.
The cutoff (M axsteps) is set to 10 6 for the instance in logistics, to 10 7 for all instances in blocksworld, Beijing, GCP, SSS.1.0a, and the group from the SAT 2004 competition, to 10 8 for the crafted instances, the industrial instances, and the random instances from the SAT 2005 competition benchmark, and to 10 9 for all instances in parity. M axsteps is set to 10 8 for qg7-13 in QG and to 10 7 for the other instances in this group. Each instance is executed 250 times (M axtries = 250). The cutoff for each instance is set to a fixed value, to ensure that at least one algorithm discussed achieves a success rate greater than 50% in order to calculate median flip number and median run time based on these 250 runs. We report success rate ("suc"), median flip number ("#flips"), and median run time ("time") in seconds. If an algorithm cannot achieve a success rate greater than 50% on an instance within the specified cutoff, we use "> M axsteps" (greater than M axsteps) and "n/a" to denote the median flip number and the median run time, respectively. Results in bold indicate the best performance for an instance. 9 . http://www.satlib.org/ 10. Since these QG instances contain unit clauses, we simplify them using my compact, which was downloaded from http://www.laria.u-picardie.fr/ ∼ cli. 11. http://www.lri.fr/ ∼ simon/contest04/results/
Updating Variable Weights and Defining Switching Criterion
Like V W , Hybrid updates variable weights using Formula 1. To adapt to Hybrid, parameter s in this formula is fixed to 0. That is, in Hybrid, s = 0. When s is 0, the weight of a variable defined in this formula is just a counter of the number of flips of this variable. In contrast, s in V W is adjusted during the search (s > 0).
The higher parameter γ in Hybrid is, the fewer the uneven steps exist, and the less frequently Hybrid chooses heuristic V W to select a variable to flip. We run different versions of Hybrid with γ=4, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 , and 45. Our experimental results show that on the hardest instances from the 11 groups, Hybrid with γ=10 exhibits the best overall performance among all of these versions. So, in Hybrid, the default value of γ is set to 10. Tables 3, 4 , and 5 compare the performance of Hybrid (γ=10), Hybrid 4 (Hybrid with γ=4), and Hybrid 45 (Hybrid with γ=45) on the hardest instances from the 11 groups. 12. In these tables, we also report the ratio of uneven steps to total steps ("r unev"), which is averaged over 250 runs. This ratio is also the ratio of steps in which heuristic V W is used to select a variable to flip, to all steps. In addition, we report success rate ("suc") in these tables. We group these instances into three categories: those that are hard for the algorithm V W but are not hard for the algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT P , those that are not hard for the algorithm V W but are hard for the algorithm adaptG 2 W SAT P , and those that are not hard for either algorithm. For the first category, which includes g250.29, par16-2, v*1915, unif04-83, and O*1586, r unev in Hybrid (γ=10) is generally lower than 50%. As a result, in most steps, Hybrid (γ=10) usually chooses heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P to 12. In these three tables, adapt * and Hybrid refer to adaptG 2 W SATP and Hybrid (γ=10), respectively. Results in italics indicate the poorest performance for an instance. select a variable to flip. Conversely, for g250.29, r unev in Hybrid 4 is too high, as high as 99.98%, resulting in the poor performance of Hybrid 4 on this instance. For the second category, which consists of qg7-13, *bug3, and g*1341, r unev in Hybrid (γ=10) is generally higher than 50%. Consequently, in most steps, Hybrid (γ=10) usually chooses heuristic V W to select a variable to flip. By contrast, for qg7-13 and *bug3 , the values of r unev in Hybrid 45 are too low, as low as 24.53% and 3.28%, respectively, leading to the poor performance of Hybrid 45 on these two instances. For the third category, which includes bw large.d, e0ddr2*1, and logi*.c, r unev in Hybrid (γ=10) can be lower or higher than 50%. Therefore, the success of searches by Hybrid for an instance lies in whether, based on the switching criterion, in most search steps, Hybrid usually chooses the appropriate heuristic to select a variable to flip for this instance. We allow Hybrid to adjust s in the same way as does V W (s > 0), and we call this version of Hybrid H asV W . Our experimental results show that Hybrid (γ=10) exhibits better overall performance than H asV W (γ=10) on the hardest instances from the 11 groups. Table 6 presents the performance of these two algorithms on these instances. We compare the performance of Hybrid with γ=10 (the default value), adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ on the 11 groups of instances, or 65 instances, in Tables 7  and 8 , in which instances with † on the right constitute the entire set of instances that were used to originally evaluate R+adaptN ovelty+ in [1] . R+adaptN ovelty+ was downloaded from http://users.rsise.anu.edu.au/ ∼ anbu/. From these two tables, we summarize the strengths of the performance of Hybrid.
1. Among the 3 algorithms adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+, adaptG 2 W SAT P exhibits the best performance on parity, the industrial instances, and the 2 groups of random instances. Hybrid inherits the strengths of adaptG 2 W SAT P on these 4 groups. Among these 3 algorithms, V W exhibits the best performance on SSS.1.0a and the crafted instances. Hybrid inherits the strengths of V W on these 2 groups.
2. Hybrid outperforms adaptG 2 W SAT P on the following 6 groups: blocksworld, Beijing, QG, SSS.1.0a, the crafted instances, and the industrial instances. Hybrid outperforms V W on the following 8 groups: blocksworld, Beijing, GCP, parity, QG, the industrial instances, and the 2 groups of random instances. Hybrid outperforms R+adaptN ovelty+ on the following 7 groups: blocksworld, parity, SSS.1.0a, the crafted instances, the industrial instances, and the 2 groups of random instances.
3. Without any manual tuning parameters, Hybrid solves each of these 65 instances in a reasonable time. In contrast, adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ have difficulty on some of these instances.
A state-of-the-art local search algorithm can often solve a satisfiable instance quickly if this algorithm uses the optimal values of its parameters, but it is difficult to find the optimal values for every instance. Moreover, a state-of-the-art local search algorithm may be effective for one class of instances but have poor performance for another. However, as shown in Tables 7 and 8 , Hybrid solves a broad range of instances in a reasonable time using a fixed value of γ, the default value 10. In contrast, adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ have difficulty on some of these instances. Therefore, the overall performance of Hybrid is much better than the overall performance of adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+, although the performance of Hybrid on each instance in Tables 7 and 8 is not necessarily better than the best performance of adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , and R+adaptN ovelty+ on this instance.
Justification for Proposed Switching Strategy
To justify the proposed switching strategy used in Hybrid, we implement the other two switching strategies, namely the opposite switching strategy and the random switching strategy, in two algorithms, called Hybrid opposite and Hybrid random. Table 9 . Experimental results for adaptG 2 W SAT P , V W , Hybrid (γ=10) and Hybrid opposite (γ=10) on structured and crafted instances. In Hybrid (γ=10) and Hybrid opposite (γ=10), s = 0. We compare the switching strategies used in Hybrid, Hybrid opposite, and Hybrid random. We first recall the switching strategy used in Hybrid. In each step, Hybrid chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic V W if the distribution of variable weights is uneven, and selects a variable to flip according to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P otherwise. Hybrid opposite uses the opposite switching strategy to that used in Hybrid. In each step, Hybrid opposite chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic V W if the distribution of variable weights is even, and selects a variable to flip according to heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P otherwise. Hybrid random uses the random switching strategy. In each step, Hybrid random chooses a variable to flip according to heuristic V W or heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P . Hybrid random selects a heuristic from heuristic V W and heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P randomly, not based on the distribution of variable weights.
We compare the performance of Hybrid with that of Hybrid opposite on the 11 groups of instances, or 65 instances, in Tables 9 and 10 . The value of parameter γ in both Hybrid and Hybrid opposite is set to 10. Among these 65 in stances, Hybrid opposite does not show better performance than Hybrid on any instance. In fact, Hybrid opposite inherits all of the weaknesses of adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W . Specifically, Hybrid opposite inherits the poor performance of adaptG 2 W SAT P on qg7-13, the 8 instances in SSS.1.0a, and the 8 crafted instances, and inherits the poor performance of V W on g250.29, the 5 instances in parity, the 8 industrial instances, and the 8 random instances from the SAT 2005 competition benchmark (instances from O*1582 to O*1589).
We compare the performance of Hybrid with that of Hybrid random on the 11 groups of instances, or 65 instances, in Tables 11 and 12 . The value of parameter γ in Hybrid is set to 10. The run time performance of Hybrid random is better than that of Hybrid on only 11 out of the 65 instances presented in Tables 11 and 12 . On the remaining 54 instances, Hybrid shows better run time performance than Hybrid random. Specifically, the run time performance of Hybrid is much better than that of Hybrid random on GCP, qg7-13, v*1915, and the 8 random instances from the SAT 2005 competition benchmark. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a new switching criterion: the evenness or unevenness of the distribution of variable weights. Then, to evaluate the effectiveness of this criterion, we have developed a new local search algorithm Hybrid, which switches between heuristic adaptG 2 W SAT P and heuristic V W in every step according to this switching criterion. This new algorithm combines intensification and diversification by switching between these two heuristics. Our experimental results show that the strengths of the algorithms adaptG 2 W SAT P and V W are combined in the single algorithm Hybrid.
